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MISSION
STATEMENT

Attrans Commercials Ltd specializes in
the supply of heavy plant machinery, power
generation and lighting equipment, batteries,
construction and demolition equipment,
and agricultural machinery. Its aim is to
build a relationship of trust with its clients,
supporting them in making the right choice
of equipment to suit their specific needs,
and providing a dedicated, professional and
reliable after-sales service.

YOUR KEY
TO SUCCESS

Attrans Commercials Ltd has developed a
very strong reputation as a leading importer of
heavy plant machinery, generators, agricultural
machinery, equipment for construction and
demolition, and batteries.
At Attrans Commercials Ltd, we know how
crucial it is to make the right decision on what
machines to invest in, and on how to apply the
best choice of equipment to the tasks you plan
on undertaking. That’s why we offer onsite
advice and project-specific consultancy at our
offices in Żebbuġ.
Our dedicated staff has garnered years of
experience and developed unparalleled
expertise on the ground to give you the best
advice in making the right investment. Indeed,
Attrans Commercials Ltd has been entrusted
with numerous major government projects
and a long list of exciting initiatives undertaken
by the private sector.

Attrans Commercials Ltd has also developed
a number of services to provide additional
support to its clients. These include repairs,
onsite delivery of purchased equipment,
maintenance agreements on select generators,
and a power rental service.
Having established a very strong reputation
locally, Attrans Commercials Ltd is now
expanding its operations into the Libyan
market, providing its support in the rebuilding
of this proud nation. The Libyan market is fast
gaining momentum and Attrans Commercials
Ltd has now established itself as a trusted
partner in the field.
One thing hasn’t changed in the 28 years since
Attrans Commercials Ltd began operations: its
solid commitment to its clients as a reliable,
professional and genuine partner. We want to
be your key to success.

Once our clients purchase a piece of
machinery or equipment, they know they can
count on Attrans Commercials Ltd to provide a
complete after-sales service, including support
in maintenance and the quick delivery of spare
parts.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

attranscommercials.com
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WIRTGEN
GROUP

Wirtgen Group is your ideal partner for all
requirements in the field of road construction.
Owing its strength to its core specialist brands
Wirtgen, Vögele and Hamm, Wirtgen Group
has developed advanced machinery and
solutions in road construction according to
cutting edge technologies and innovation.
Wirtgen is undoubtedly the world leader in the
development of milling technologies, offering
a full range of mobile machines for cold
milling, soil stabilization, cold recycling, hot
recycling, concrete paving and surface mining.

Vögele produces an extensive range of 17
road pavers, eight paving screeds in various
compaction versions, two material feeders and
other specialised machines.
Hamm is a market leader in all aspects of
soil and road compaction, utilizing leading
machine and compaction technology. Hamm
machinery strikes the perfect balance between
ergonomic design, technological innovation
and simplicity in operation and use. Its
machines include tandem rollers, single-drum
compactors and static rollers.

WIRTGEN
GROUP
ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Attrans Commercials Ltd

attranscommercials.com
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ASTRA
HEAVY
DUTY
TRUCKS

A global leader in the construction sector,
ASTRA’s heavy-duty trucks and vehicles are
synonymous with strength, durability and
versatility. Having amassed over 65 years of
experience, the ASTRA range of trucks provides
a unique blend of supreme functionality and
enhanced driver comfort.
ASTRA trucks have been tried and tested in
the most rigorous environments. Tens of
thousands of ASTRA vehicles are presently
supporting some of the most ambitious
projects worldwide.

We offer a wide range of ASTRA models to suit
your specific needs. Choose from 2, 3 or 4
axles and 8 different engine sizes for support in
the most grueling tasks.
ASTRA trucks are available in Euro5 or Euro3
formats, offering outstanding technology
quality in terms of superb performance, fuel
efficiency, comfort and safety. Our vehicles are
also available in both left-hand and right-hand
drive.

ASTRA
TRUCKS
ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Attrans Commercials Ltd

attranscommercials.com
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Weighing instruments and technology

BILANCIAI
WEIGHBRIDGE

BILANCIAI
WEIGHBRIDGE

Measure the full weight of vehicles carrying
up to 120 tons of material using the Bilanciai
patented transportable vehicle weighing
system.

Bilanciai is all about precision: its load-bearing
metal structure with longitudinal beams
ensures its long term strength whilst its
measuring chain incorporates digital stainless
steel compression load cells for high precision.

The weighbridge can be installed in a wide
variety of locations such as construction
sites, quarries, ports and terminals, and can
be a temporary as much as a permanent
installation. The weighbridge deck system
incorporates hinges which allow half-panel
rotation, granting it maneuverability and easy
transportation.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Attrans Commercials Ltd

attranscommercials.com
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ROAD CONSTRUCTION

MERKER
TRAILERS

EMITRUCK
ACCESSORIES

Merker is part of the CIR Group (Compania
Italiana Rimorchi), Italy’s largest trailer
manufacturers, and produces trailers and
semi-trailers. It’s highly technical chassis and
complete modules make it an obvious choice
for anyone looking to invest in a trailer.

Emitruck produces mobile emergency
repair work equipment for the maintenance,
servicing and repair of earth-moving machines,
construction site machinery and industrial
plants.

Undertaking all aspects of design and
production in-house, Merker’s trailers and
semi-trailers are the product of state-of-the-art
technological and automation processes.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

An emergency van equipped with Emitruck
accessories would typically incorporate
a hydraulically driven air compressor, an
electricity generator, work benches, drawers
for tools and spare parts, pneumatic pumps
and a grease drum, and special purpose hand
and electrical tools.

attranscommercials.com
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RUREDIL
GROUP
CONCRETE
ADDITIVES
The Ruredil Group of Companies designs and
produces concrete admixtures, products for
concrete and masonry repair protection, and
special systems for the precast industry.
Ruredil Group brings together four Italian
companies and brands: Ruredil, Levocell,
Rurcem and Rurmec.
The secret behind the Group’s success is its
heavy investment in research and innovation,
which have led it to develop several awardwinning technologies and patents.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

TECNOTEST
ROAD QUALITY
TESTING
EQUIPMENT
Choose Tecnotest as your trusted partner in
testing the quality and engineering precision
of your roadwork. Tecnotest manufactures
equipment for testing building materials like
concrete, cement and steel, testing asphalt and
for geotechnical tests (on soil and rock).
Tecnotest designs and produces equipment
and machinery for material testing both on
site and in a laboratory setting. The Tecnotest
brand is synonymous with precision and
innovation.

attranscommercials.com
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BOMAG
COMPACTION
EQUIPMENT
Bomag is a global market leader in compaction
technology and manufactures all soil, asphalt
and refuse compaction equipment, as well as
stabilizers and recyclers.
The Bomag compaction catalogue ranges
from light compaction equipment like tampers,
reversible vibratory plates, single-direction
vibratory plates, walk-behind rollers and
tandem ride-on rollers, to asphalt compaction
products including tandem vibratory rollers,
pneumatic rollers, intelligent compaction
systems, paving equipment and material
transfer vehicles.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

MARINI
ASPHALT
PLANTS
Having amassed over 60 years of experience
in the sector, Marini today ranks as one of the
oldest constructors of asphalt plants on the
market. Marini supports clients both in the
setting up of new, complete plants and in the
upgrade of existing plants.
Marini’s asphalt plants are versatile,
environmentally-friendly and big on quality.
Marini plants are available in two specific
models, under-mixer or offset, according
to the layout of the storage unit for finished
products.

attranscommercials.com
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VERMEER
TRENCHING
MACHINES
You know things are getting tough when
you order a Vermeer. A proud member of
the aristocracy of construction, Vermeer
manufactures elite trenching equipment,
including ride-on, walk-behind and track
trenchers.
The Vermeer line is designed to cut hard, cut
clean and cut precisely. Vermeer trenchers
are also versatile and flexible, providing a wide
variety of solutions for the collection and
disposal of dirt.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

GRU
BENEDINI
Gru Benedini has a long history of over 50
years in the production of construction cranes.
Its cranes are a guarantee for quality, safety
and reliability.
Reach new heights with Gru Benedini’s
range of rapid and fully automatic hydraulic,
self-erecting tower cranes. Its cranes can
be rotated 360o during assembling and
dissembling operations, whilst ballast loading
takes place through a self-ballasting derrick.
Gru Benedini tower cranes are designed
according to the highest European standards
of safety and performance. And they are built
to last: their structure and tie rods are passed
through a process of hot galvanizing.

attranscommercials.com
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CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

NEW
HOLLAND
CONSTRUCTION & DEMOLITION

NEW
HOLLAND
CONSTRUCTION

One of the biggest names in the construction
industry, New Holland Construction is a key
player in construction equipment worldwide.
New Holland Construction produces thirteen
product families, including dozers, graders,
wheel loaders, crawler excavators, mini
excavators, skid steer loaders and backhoe
loaders.
New Holland equipment and machinery
can take you through all crucial stages of
construction and infrastructure, from ground
preparation to foundation work and levelling.
The unrivalled strength of its dozers, the

Attrans Commercials Ltd

extraordinary precision of its graders and
wheel excavators, and the flexibility and
maneuvrability of its compact equipment
are a guarantee for performance, safety and
reliability.
Boasting 10 top notch research and
development facilities globally, New Holland
Construction is at the forefront of developing
cutting edge technology and customeroriented products and services, meeting all
requirements for productivity, safety and fuel
and cost efficiency.

attranscommercials.com
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ATLAS COPCO
COMPRESSORS
& DEMOLITION
EQUIPMENT

Atlas Copco is a world leader in the provision
of industrial productivity solutions. Choose
from an extensive range of industrial and
portable air compressors and demolition
equipment, including hydraulic breakers and
pneumatic hammers.

Atlas Copco has developed a wide choice
of industrial and portable air compressors
to suit your individual needs. It includes
models specifically designed for heavy-duty
environments, including the renovation
industry and quarrying. All its models are tested
to perform in the most demanding conditions.

Machinery and parts in the Atlas Copco brand
are renowned for their strength and reliability,
and offer impeccable solutions in the fields
of road construction, quarrying, tunneling,
foundation work, building renovation,
trenching and landscaping.

ATLAS
COPCO
CONSTRUCTION & DEMOLITION

Attrans Commercials Ltd

attranscommercials.com
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FASSI
CRANES
Building cranes is an art, and Fassi certainly
excels in producing the highest quality
machinery in this competitive field. Fassi cranes
are a delicate blend between power and
exceptionally light tare weight, which means
peak performance, efficiency and value for
money.
Fassi excels in its innovation, performance,
safety and exceptional product breadth. The
Fassi range incorporates over 60 different types
of cranes to suit the detailed specifications and
needs of each individual client.
Over 90% of a Fassi crane is manufactured
directly within one of the Fassi factories.
That way, each crane is built to the highest
standards and with Fassi’s unique passion.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

ITALDEM
ROCK
BREAKERS
Execute demolition works with power and
precision using Italdem’s range of rock
breakers. All Italdem machinery is built with first
class material and is made to last.
Italdem can cater for all your demolition
requirements with its range of hydraulic
breakers, crusher buckets and screening
buckets. Its hydraulic breakers are a unique
blend of strength, precision and low disruptive
noise.

attranscommercials.com
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ERKAT
ROTARY
DRUM
CUTTERS
Regardless of the ground you’re cutting, Erkat’s
highly specialized rotary drum cutters will dig
your trenches with precision, leaving a clean
finish. Erkat’s products are strong, reliable and
adaptable and are renowned for being quiet
and producing low vibrations.
Erkat supplies cutters in two versions: with
transverse cutting heads or longitudinal cutting
heads, providing vital support for tunneling,
trenching, profiling, demolition, quarrying,
foundation work, tree stump removal and
concrete renovation.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

G.F. GORDINI
HYDRAULIC
ATTACHMENTS
G.F. Gordini offers top-of-the-range hydraulic
attachments for skid steer loaders, backhoe
loaders and wheel loaders.
G.F. Gordini has designed over 20 different
types of attachments for operating machinery,
including augers, mixer buckets, polishing
brushes, backhoes, planers, pallet forks for
skids, mixer buckets, industrial polishing
brushes and graders.
The solutions developed by the G.F. Gordini
brand all come with a seal of quality and
reliability.

attranscommercials.com
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DAZZINI
MACCHINE
Dazzini Macchine specializes in the production
of diamond wire cutting technology, ideal for
marble and granite excavation. It machines
include diamond wire cutting machines,
diamond wire squaring machines and
pneumatic and hydraulic churn-drills for
diamond lead-holes.
Dazzini machinery is renowned for its
reliability, endurance and productivity. Dazzini’s
continuous research and innovation has
served to develop machines that provide
high performance, durability, top safety and
extremely low energy consumption.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

SO.GE.CO.
SCAFFOLDING
EQUIPMENT
The SO.GE.CO. Group offers comprehensive
solutions in the production of monoblocks
– mobile site offices – and prefabricated
insulation, as well as scaffolding equipment.
SO.GE.CO. monoblocks are an ideal solution
for the construction of temporary or semipermanent site offices. The development of
monoblocks are supported by the SO.GE.CO.
service centre, which produces sheet metal
work, including all work related to coils, strips,
sheets, fretwork, corrugated metal, staving,
open and press-bent profiles.
In the field of scaffolding, SO.GE.CO. EMMESSE
produces all equipment and accessories
related to scaffolding, including spacers, struts
and wedges for spacers.

attranscommercials.com
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CESAB
FORKLIFTS
Leading the field in forklift design and
innovation, CESAB’s forklifts are ISO 14001
certified, making them one of the highest
quality forklift manufacturers in the world
today. Whether you’re looking for the
maneuverability of its 3-wheel forklifts or the
strength of its 4-wheel forklifts, CESAB has a
great solution planned for you.
CESAB forklifts are synonymous with precision
and flexibility. They have short delivery lead
times and increased strength, catering for a
load capacity of up to 8,500 kg when using its
4-wheel electric trucks.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION

AMA
TRANSPORTABLE
TANKS
AMA Spa specializes in the design and
manufacture of top quality fuel storage tanks
and refueling systems. Its products include
both semi-permanent and permanent
solutions, and are developed in line with
international standards in safety, security and
reliability.
AMA Transportable Tanks have been
formulated to support all types of fuel,
providing clients with excellent flexibility when
refueling in construction sites and remote
locations.

attranscommercials.com
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CONCRETE AND
EQUIPMENT
DEMOLITION

CIFA

CONCRETE EQUIPMENT

CIFA
CONCRETE
MIXERS &
PUMPS

CIFA is your first stop for concrete mixers and
pumps. CIFA’s wide selection of truck mixers,
truck mixer pumps and concrete pumps
are your guarantee for high capacity, high
performance and high versatility on the field.

Apart from its truck mounted mixers and
pumps, CIFA offers an extensive range of
trailer-mounted concrete pumps to provide
added portability and full support in tight
positions.

Since opening its doors in 1928, CIFA has
revolutionised the method for transporting and
pumping concrete. Its truck mixers all include
high capacity loading drums, high performance
pumping units and ergonomic control sets for
steering the machine.

CIFA’s key strength is its in-house research
and development department, which keeps
its concrete mixers and pumps a step
ahead in terms of design, performance and
technological innovation. All CIFA machinery is
ISO 9001 certified, giving its products reliability
and quality.

HD 12+

Technical data

HD 12+
Drum
Nominal capacity

mc

Geometric volume

mc

Filling ratio

%

Water line
Rotation speed
Diameter
Rollers
Water pump output
Water pump pressure
Water meter scale
Water tank capacity

mc
r.p.m.
mm
n°
l/min
bar
l
l

12
20,2
59,5
13,21
14
2350
4
560
4
0- 500
1200

Driven by
P.T.O. o / Separate engine u
Required power

o
kW

95

mm

6935
8170
1200
2940
2800
2355
5490

Dimension
A - min. length of frame
B - min. length of mixer

mm

C - overhang

mm

G - center of gravity (empty)

mm

H - max. height

mm

Max width

mm

Total weight (empty) **

Kg

Truck Specification
Axles truck
** Weights may vary ± 5%
according to DIN 70200

Attrans Commercials Ltd

4 Axles
Technical data and
characteristics subject to
modifications without notice

attranscommercials.com
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SACME
BLOCK
MAKING
MACHINES

SONOTUBE
CONCRETE
FORMS

SACME block-making machines are
ideal solutions for the production of
vibro-compacted concrete units used in
construction. Its machines can be used for the
development of hollow and solid blocks, grass
grids, paving stones and kerbstones.

Sonotube concrete forms are the most
effective, reliable and cost-effective solution
to the creation of columns for buildings,
entranceways, structural support, light
posts and other commercial and residential
structures.

SACME has developed a strong reputation in
block-making through its patented electromechanical programme and the steel plate on
which blocks are moulded. These two highly
innovative elements ensure that SACME is the
most flexible and all-encompassing solution in
the field of block-making.

Sonotube concrete forms are extremely easy
to handle, set, strip and discard. Their unique
design produces exceptionally strong results,
and its patented RainGuard technology means
that Sonotube forms stand strong even in wet
weather, giving contractors full flexibility in
scheduling works.

VIBROMOBILE Mod. B 86/20
BLOCKMAKING MACHINES Mod. B 86/20

Vibromobile
completamente
automatica che
produce manufatti
in cemento forati
da 20 cm. di altezza

VIBROMOBILE Mod. B 107/20-25
stampandoli
BLOCKMAKING
MACHINES Mod. B 107/20-25
prima su un
banco in acciaio
per poi depositarli
sulla pista in
calcestruzzo.
Vibromobile completamente automatica che produce manufatti in
cemento forati da 20 o 25 cm. di altezza stampandoli prima su un banco
in acciaio per poi depositarli sulla pista in calcestruzzo.

Questo metodo, inventato da SACME nel 1969, rispetto alle Vibromobili non dotate di banco in acciaio, consente di:
❏ ottenere manufatti maggiormente costipati poiché la cassaforma riceve tutta la vibrazione senza disperderla sul pavimento
❏ ridurre del 25% la quantità di cemento di ogni impasto
❏ ottenere manufatti di dimensioni perfette anche in presenza di
dislivelli della pavimentazione
❏ evitare il problema dell’incollaggio e dell’usura della pista
❏ sfruttare in modo ottimale la superficie della pista in quanto la
distanza tra i manufatti é minima
La B 107/20-25 é dotata di un programma elettromeccanico (brevetto n. 873398)
composto da cammes e fine corsa (non ci sono elettrovalvole, né elementi elettronici) che permette il funzionamento anche in presenza di sbalzi di tensione,
umidità, polvere, caldo, freddo, ecc.

Principali caratteristiche:

Attrans Commercials Ltd

• vibratori con carcassa in acciaio, di produzione SACME, ad alto regime di giri (valore medio 6000 giri/min.). Tali vibratori assicurano una resa notevolmente elevata e possono essere regolati a seconda della tipologia della cassaforma
• vibratori unidirezionali posizionati sul controstampo
• dispositivo di bloccaggio del cassetto alimentatore. Esso consente, durante la
fase di riempimento, di bloccare il cassetto, riducendone al minimo l’usura
• griglia agitatore di robusta costruzione che non richiede manutenzione e permette l’esecuzione di spessori del manufatto molto sottili (fino a 13 mm), con
un tempo di riempimento estremamente rapido
• ruote intercambiabili con ricopertura in adiprene
• regolazione altezza tramoggia con dispositivo per l’apertura idraulica della porta
• avantreno mobile che permette una corretta pressatura anche in presenza di
dislivelli della pista (fino a 5 cm.)
• martinetti con dispositivo autofrenante
• martinetti supplementari di sformatura
• telaio tubolare rialzato che consente il minimo spazio tra una fila di manufatti e l’altra
• raffreddamento automatico olio per mezzo di uno scambiatore di calore
• parti di consumo realizzate in materiali anti-usura, dotate di sistema di regolazione e facilmente sostituibili

Dimensioni d’ingombro
Peso
Potenza totale installata
Portata pompa
Pressione di esercizio

L=1000

L=1200

4.500 x 2.100 x h 2.300 mm
6.000 Kg
22.5 kW
28 lt/min
150 Bar

4.500x2.350x h 2.300 mm
6.600 Kg
22.5 kW
32 lt/min
150 Bar

Vibrazione laterale

Our B 107/20-25 is a completely automatic blockmaking machine which can
produce hollow concrete products having a height of 20 or 25 cm. The products are first moulded on a steel plate and then laid on a concrete runway.

Side vibration

Invented by SACME in 1969, this method, in comparison with traditional
blockmaking machines without steel plate, offers many advantages:

Questo metodo, inventato da SACME nel 1969, rispetto alle Vibromobili non dotate di banco in acciaio, consente di:

❏ increased compaction of the concrete products because the mould
receives all the vibration without dissipating it onto the pavement
❏ 25% reduction in the quantity of cement in each mixture
❏ formation of perfectly sized concrete products, even though there
are uneven areas in the pavement
❏ elimination of problems related to the sticking and to the wear of
the concrete runway
❏ optimum use of the runway space because of the minimum distance between the concrete products

❏ ottenere manufatti maggiormente costipati poiché la cassaforma riceve tutta la vibrazione senza disperderla sul pavimento
❏ ridurre del 25% la quantità di cemento di ogni impasto
❏ ottenere manufatti di dimensioni perfette anche in presenza di
dislivelli della pavimentazione
❏ evitare il problema dell’incollaggio e dell’usura della pista
❏ sfruttare in modo ottimale la superficie della pista in quanto la distanza tra i manufatti é minima

The B 107/20-25 is provided with an electromechanical program (patent no. 873398)
which is composed of a series of cams and limit switches (no solenoid valves or electronic elements are used). This system permits a constant working of the machine even with
unfavourable conditions, i.e.: voltage rush, humidity, dust, very hot or cold weather, etc.

La B 86/20
é dotata di un programma elettromeccanico (brevetto n. 873398)
composto da cammes e fine corsa (non ci sono elettrovalvole, né elementi elettronici) che permette il funzionamento anche in presenza di
sbalzi di tensione, umidità, polvere, caldo, freddo, ecc.

Main features:
• high speed vibrators with steel casing, produced by SACME (average 6000 r.p.m.).
These vibrators ensure a remarkable productivity and can be adjusted according
to the type of mould used
• unidirectional vibrators placed on the pressing stripper
• feedbox clamping device which, during the filling phase, does not allow any movement of the feedbox, thus reducing to the minimum its wear
• agitator grid, particularly sturdy in its structure. It is ideal for producing blocks of
very small thickness (down to 13 mm.) and for shortening the filling time
• interchangeable wheels with rubber covering
• hopper with adjustable height, provided with a device for the hydraulic opening
of the door
• mobile forecarriage which permits a correct compaction even though there are
uneven areas in the pavement (up to 5 cm.)
• hydraulic jacks with self-braking device
• additional jacks for helping shakeout
• raised tubular chassis frame which reduces the space among the rows of
concrete products
• automatic oil cooler
• wear parts made of anti-wear materials, adjustable and easily replaceable

Principali caratteristiche:
• vibratori con carcassa in acciaio, di produzione SACME, ad alto regime di giri
(valore medio 6000 giri/min.). Tali vibratori assicurano una resa notevolmente
elevata e possono essere regolati a seconda della tipologia della cassaforma
• cassetto alimentatore con griglia agitatore ad ingranaggi. Questo sistema,
particolarmente robusto, consente l’esecuzione di spessori di manufatto fino
a 16 mm. ed un tempo di riempimento estremamente rapido.
• ruote intercambiabili con ricopertura in adiprene
• tramoggia basculante
• martinetti Tabella
con dispositivo
autofrenanteL=1000 / L=1200 • Table of production L=1000 / L=1200
di produzione
• struttura portante rialzata che consente il minimo spazio tra una fila di
Prod. giornaliera
manufatti e l’altra Pezzi nello stampo
Produz. oraria
Produz. oraria
Pezzi nello stampo
Daily production
Tipo/Type
Pcs. into the mould
Pcs. into the mould
Hour production
Hour production
•Tipo/Type
raffreddamento automatico
olio per
mezzo di uno
scambiatore di calore
(8 hours)

• parti di consumo realizzate in materiali anti-usura, dotate di sistema di
Block
regolazione
e facilmente
18 sostituibili
1.620
12.900

100
x

Hourdy

200
x

10

900

attranscommercials.com

Prod. giornaliera
Daily production
(8 hours)

7.200

Overall dimensions
Weight
Total installed power
Pump delivery
Working pressure

L=1000

L=1200

4.500 x 2.100 x h 2.300 mm
6.000 Kg
22,5 kW
28 lt/min
150 Bar

4.500x2.350x h 2.300
6.600 Kg
22,5 kW
32 lt/min
150 Bar
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DOKA

CONCRETE EQUIPMENT

DOKA
CONSTRUCTION
FORMWORK

Attrans Commercials Ltd

Doka is the global construction formwork
expert. Offering optimum construction
solutions, Doka is an indispensable partner in
any construction project, providing custommade applications for wall, floor, climbing,
load-bearing and on-site safety systems.

Having established itself as the global leader
in construction formwork, Doka products are
reliable, innovative and extraordinarily costeffective. Doka will take you to the next level
in construction, putting your mind at rest in
worker safety and efficiency.

attranscommercials.com
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OCMER
CONCRETE
BATCHING
PLANT
OCMER Impianti has developed a formidable
reputation in the production of concrete
mixing and raw material batching plants. Its
plants range from small mobile batching plants
which can be used in temporary job sites, to
large plants for major civil engineering projects.
OCMER batching plants incorporate electronic
management systems, allowing users to fully
control all aspects of the production cycle
with heightened precision and reliability.
Notwithstanding a very extensive range of
plants, OCMER also offers customization to
clients looking for specific details and flexibility
in their plants.

Attrans Commercials Ltd
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AND DEMOLITION

NETTUNO
WATER
PUMPS
Nettuno specialises in the manufacture of hose
reel irrigators and motor pumps. It produces
five different ranges of motor pumps: open,
silent, small, super silent and super silent sp.
using Deutz, FPT-Iveco and Lombardini motors
and Caprari, Landini and Rovatti pumps.
Nettuno water pumps are smooth operators,
providing farmers and enthusiasts high
performance, flexibility and reliability on the
field.

attranscommercials.com
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NEW
HOLLAND
AGRICULTURE

NEW
HOLLAND
AGRICULTURE

New Holland Agriculture is a global leader in
the production of agriculture machinery. It’s
extensive product range includes tractors,
combine harvesters, forage harvesters, balers,
having tools, self-propelled sprayers, seeding
equipment, utility vehicles and implements and
grape harvesters.
With 18 plants and 6 joint ventures spread
around the world, including the world’s largest
hay tools production facility, New Holland
Agriculture leads the race in design and
innovation. New Holland tractors are widely
regarded as the best tractors in the world, and
have been recipients of a wide range of awards
for design and innovation.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

Among its numerous patents for innovation
are the ABS Super Steer System and Intelligent
Trailer Braking System for cutting edge
maneuverability and safety, the Opti-Fan
System for unequalled precision and the
IntelliFill system for accuracy in trailer loading.
New Holland is also a clean energy leader for
its extensive research and development of
renewable fuels, emissions reduction systems
and sustainable agricultural technology.
Choosing New Holland will increase your
productivity and value for money, while
ensuring environmental sustainability.

attranscommercials.com
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ONIS VISA
ELECTRICITY & POWER

ONIS VISA
ELECTRICITY
GENERATORS
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VISA ENERGY is a leading manufacturer of high
quality electricity generators ranging from 10
kVA to 2,060 kVa for continuous or emergency
services.
The diesel generators produced by VISA
ENERGY run with the highest quality diesel
engines on the market, at between 1,500 and
1,800 rpm. These include respected brands
such as Perkins (UK), Deutz, MTU, Mitsubishi,
Cummins, Volvo, Doosan and John Deere.

VISA’s generator ends are manufactured using
market leaders such as Stamford-Newage (UK)
and Marelli (Italia).
VISA’s generator sets are produced using stateof-the-art machinery and technology so that
each generator carries the brand’s signature
precision, performance and reliability.

attranscommercials.com
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TOWER
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TOWER
LIGHT
LIGHTING

Keep your project developing around the
clock. Light up your work or event site with
Tower Light’s exceptional range of lighting
towers to suit your requirements. Lighting
towers are available with or without a
generator according to power supply, using
a selection of 4,000 to 8,000-watt metal
halide lamps, as well as LED and VT-Hybrid
technology options.
All lighting towers are produced from start
to finish at the Tower Light plant in located
outside the Italian city of Milan. Production
incorporates the latest technology for laser
cutting and the folding of ferrous materials, the
polyurethane power painting of components
and the protective treatment applied to protect
lighting towers against corrosive weather
elements.

Tower Light has also established itself
as a leader in the production of energy
efficient lighting. Its VT-Hybrid lighting tower
incorporates LED floodlights that are powered
by a rechargeable battery with a running
time of 7 hours, during which time the tower
operates without noise and with zero carbon
emissions.
Each lighting tower is manufactured to the
highest standards of quality and innovation.
Tower Light is an ISO 9001 certified company,
and all its equipment comes with an instruction
manual, testing sheet, warranty certificate and
components list.

attranscommercials.com
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BANNER
BATTERIES

Banner is one of the largest manufacturers
of starter and stationary batteries in Europe,
producing batteries ranging from 40 to 225
amps. Its claim to quality is its production
method: all its batteries are manufactured
using the same technologies and quality
assurance mechanisms as those used by
automotive manufacturers.
Banner incorporates the very latest AGM
(Absorption Glass Mat), Deep-Cycle and EFB
(Enhanced Flooded Battery) technologies,
making it a successful competitor in the start/
stop and micro-hybrid vehicle segment.

Some 30% of Banner’s starter batteries
production goes straight to European plants
of important automotive manufacturers such
as Volvo, VW, BMW, Mitsubishi, Mercedes
Truck, Caterpillar and Skoda. Banner is not
only one of the major suppliers of batteries in
Europe, but it’s also clearly the most trusted
battery producer of several major players in the
automotive industry.
At the heart of Banner’s batteries is a guarantee
for quality and reliability, fuelled by the
company’s long experience and research in
the field.

BANNER
BATTERIES
ELECTRICITY & POWER
Attrans Commercials Ltd
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VIPIEMME
BATTERIES

Vipiemme offers one of the most
comprehensive and varied collections of
batteries on the market, covering a range from
35 to 220 amps, and including starter batteries
for both light and heavy-duty motor vehicles.
Vipiemme batteries range from light starter
batteries to semi-stationary or “dry charged”
traction batteries. The range offered by
Vipiemme caters for all the needs of cars,
trucks, tractors and boats.

Attrans Commercials Ltd

Heavy-duty batteries manufactured by
Vipiemme are all certified according to the
highest quality and technological standards,
including ISO 9001:2000 and AVSQ 94. They
are specifically designed to function well in
the demanding requirements of performance
in heavy transport; they are much more
resistant to vibrations, corrosion and higher
temperatures.
The strength of the Vipiemme brand is built
around research and flexibility. Vipiemme
batteries are designed to the highest degrees
of efficiency and innovation so as to provide
more power at much more cost-effective
prices.

attranscommercials.com
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FT
SAFETY
GEAR

FT is a market leader in the production of tools
and safety equipment. Its tools are certified
for the highest quality and include hammers,
shovels, belt and tool bags, fasteners and
plastering, finishing, painting, cutting and
measuring tools.

All the equipment manufactured at FT is
the product of continuous research and
development and rigorous testing. The
products’ design engineering fulfills all the right
criteria to ensure safety and comfort in the
construction industry.

FT offers an extensive range of protective
equipment, ranging from summer and winter
work wear, to rain boots, safety footwear
and gloves. It also produces its own range of
protective goggles and harnesses to guarantee
your on-the-job safety.

attranscommercials.com
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CAPPELLOTTO
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SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
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CAPPELLOTTO
SEWAGE
SUCTION
PUMPS

Cappellotto is a global leader in the production
of truck chassis mounted equipment for
the suction of sewage, sludge, dry and
solid materials and for the transportation of
hazardous waste.
Machinery incorporated within the Cappellotto
brand includes Combined Sewer Cleaners,
Recycle Sewer Cleaners, Combined ADR
Tankers for the carriage of hazardous waste,
Industrial Vacuum Loaders and specific
products for street cleaning.

Cappellotto suction pumps can be applied
to a long list of jobs, ranging from civilian
applications like sewage pit cleaning, street
cleaning and tunnel cleaning to industrial and
construction-related jobs like the transportation
of hazardous waste, heavy dust and specialized
support in excavation sites.
Innovation and design are crucial at
Cappellotto, and all its equipment is certified
for its reliability, quality, high capacity and
safety.
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PRAMAC
LIFTING
TECHNOLOGY

PRAMAC offers an extensive range of lifting
technologies to support a variety of industrial
needs. Its product range includes manual
trucks, scale trucks, high lift pallet trucks,
electric pallet trucks and stackers.

PRAMAC’s lifting technology is ideal for
handling pallets of any size and load. All
machinery is fully ISO 9001 certified and is fully
compliant to all European regulations on noise
and gas emissions, as well as having obtained
CE and UL certification.

PRAMAC
Attrans Commercials Ltd

SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT
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VOLTA
MACCHINE
CABLE
ACCESSORIES
Volta Macchine is a specialized producer of
accessories and machinery for the laying of
telephone and electrical cables. These include
cable pulling winches, pipe renewal winches,
stringing winches and tensioners, cable pulling
accessories, cable drum trailers, cable stringing
accessories, fibre glass rods and cable pulling
grips.
The Volta Macchine brand is fully ISO certified.
The company has invested heavily in research
so as to take the quality leap forward in output,
productivity, performance, efficiency and
reliability of its installation systems.
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CAVATORTA
WIRE
MESH
Cavatorta is your solution for fencing. Whether
for residential, industrial or sports applications,
the extraordinary range of high quality wire
mesh products produced by Cavatorta will
cater for any needs you may have.
Quality is extremely important at Cavatorta.
Its wire mesh is uniform and precise and is
protected by a thick and extremely resilient
protective coating. All wires and firmly linked
and its edges are trimmed smoothly.

attranscommercials.com
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COGIT
WASTE
CONTAINERS
The Cogit brand offers an exciting range
of colorful, robust waste containers in all
shapes and sizes, an ideal solution for historic
centres, public parks, amusement parks,
railway stations, shopping malls, campsites,
discothèques and myriad other areas.
Cogit containers are manufactured from
virgin polyethylene using a rotational molding
technology and manual crafting. They are
durable, shock resistant and available in several
different capacities.
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RCM
CLEANING
MACHINES
RCM is at the forefront of innovation in the
design and manufacturing of professional floor
cleaning machinery, sweepers, scrubbers and
road sweepers. RCM’s own patented vacuum
side-brush and sack emptying technologies
make it a leader in developing innovative
solutions for a continually evolving market.
There is no compromise for quality at RCM;
all RCM equipment is ISO 9001 certified.
Choose from over 50 models of sweepers,
street sweepers, scrubbers, vacuum cleaners
and single disk machines to suit your specific
needs.

attranscommercials.com
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ATTRANS
COMMERCIALS
LIMITED
AFTER-SALES
SERVICE

Attrans Commercials Ltd offers a complete
after-sales service to its customers. This
includes repairs and maintenance, onsite
delivery of purchased equipment, a power
rental service and maintenance agreements for
generators.

Attrans Commercials Ltd offers its clients the
opportunity to form maintenance agreements
for all VISA generators. The agreements
include routine maintenance of oil levels, water
levels, electrical and mechanical systems and
battery voltage.

Over 15,000 different parts are stocked at
the Attrans service centre, and cooperation
agreements are in place to ensure that other
spare parts are delivered rapidly on request.
Attrans Commercials Ltd employs a dedicated
team of specialized technicians in every field,
providing all clients with the best service in the
shortest timeframe possible.

Clients can also make use of the Attrans
Commercials Ltd power rental service. Choose
from a wide choice of VISA generators for hire,
ranging from single phase 14kVa generators
to a variety of large three phase generators
with guard evolution panel, rising to 1500kVa.
Power cables, transportation and a stand-by
technician are also available to clients on
request.
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